WOORAGEE PRIMARY
SCHOOL NEWSLETTER

FROM THE PRINCIPAL’S DESK… NEWSLETTER IN A SNAPSHOT
It has been lovely welcoming some sunshine
and Spring weather back into our days here at
school. The children are enjoying being back
together. With the announcements which
were made on Sunday, we anticipate a change
to the DET School Operations guide and will
ensure that we communicate this
information
information as soon as it becomes available to us. All things are looking positive with the
hope that we will be able to have our P/1/2 and 3/4/5/6 Sleepovers, WPS Whole School
Bike Ride, and WPS School Concert/Graduation as we have planned. This will be an
exciting and positive way to round out what has been another really difficult year.

Students in Years 3, 4, 5 and 6 have been incredibly resilient in adhering to the new
requirements surrounding face masks. We appreciate your support as we navigate these
times and changing requests, and we are grateful for the respectful way families have
communicated with us. Face masks are required indoors only.
You may have heard in the media information circulating around Mental Health in Schools
Fund. There is a suite of resources and tools that schools have access to, commencing in
Semester 2 2022. Our school has been allocated $15 299 and our first expenditure will be
upskilling all staff in Youth Mental Health first aid. We see this as a foundational step in
proactively caring for the mental health of our students. This is an incredible initiative,
particularly in light of all our children have endured over the past 2 years and we feel
positive about the outcomes this will provide for students within our school community,
but right across Victoria.
JUST A REMINDER: Monday 1st NOVEMBER IS A STUDENT FREE DAY & TUESDAY 2ND
NOVEMBER IS A PUBLIC HOLIDAY
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EVENT CALENDAR

TERM 4 BIKE EDUCATION
Just a reminder that bike education will be happening during Term 4 2021 each Thursday and run inclusive of Thursday
25th November 2021. To assist with ease of logistics, children will be welcome to leave their bikes here at school and they
will be locked in the sports shed. This is of course still subject to families being comfortable and responsible with this
arrangement. This program will be celebrated with our whole of school bike ride from Eurobin to Bright on Friday 3rd
December 2021. We strongly encourage all family members to make this day available. It will be such fun!
BIKE RIDE PLANNING FORM
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSed4y8CmjGEERuQ7s1oSWXzb2xWafdjgmUu46AMi899B7kDGg/viewform?usp=sf_
link

SCHOOL CONCERT/ GRADUATION
With an easing of restrictions from Monday 1st November and school operations, we will be able to run our end of year
concert and graduation as planned.
The event will take place outside, to ensure the capacity to socially distance.
5:00pm Sausages and Vegetarian options with bread will be provided by WPS families will need to bring along their
own salads to limit the sharing of food.
6:00pm The formalities and Graduation will start at 6:00pm with the children performing their play at
7:15pm. Children will perform their play, it is anticipated the play will go for 45 minutes.
This is the first year we will have a play at our concert and awards evening. It is anticipated that the Whole School
Production will replace this in 2022..
School Captains for 2022 will be announced at the end of the concert.
Awards will also look different this year as we are mindful of the increase in student enrolments and the need to
ensure the evening is enjoyable for all. There will be three awards handed out per class across the school and the
awards will be linked to our school values, a book prize will accompany these awards. There will still be the Art,
Community and Principal’s awards.

CHANGES TO SEMESTER 2 REPORTING
The DET has made amendments to the requirements for student reporting for Semester 2 2021. This is consistent with
what report cards looked like at the end of 2020. Our report cards will include all information as usual, with the absence
of ‘I can statements’ for English and Mathematics. The Achievement standards for these areas will be replaced with
what has been taught over the course of the semester.
This is in respect to the amount of remote learning which has absorbed Semester 2. If you have any further questions,
please just get in touch.
The reports will be generated using a different program this semester, as we transition towards using Compass- School
Management System from 2022 for administration purposes. More information regarding this will be sent out before
the end of the year and an information session will be held in Term 1, Week 3 2022.
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VACCINATIONS IN SCHOOLS
We are anticipating an updated operations guide to come out on Monday 1st November 2021 to more clearly state
if there are any vaccination requirements for families to attend on-site. Currently the only advice we have is that
parent volunteers working with staff and students will need to be vaccinated to be on-site, but not to drop off
or collect children

WEEK 5
Just a reminder that:

Monday 1st November is a
Student Free Day
Staff will be focusing on Trauma Informed Practice
and Unpacking the DET Amplify document relating to
student voice & agency

Tuesday 2nd November is a
Public Holiday
FABRIC SCRAPS
We are chasing fabric scraps to implement a
lunchtime activity for our students, with the
potential to turn into an entrepreneurial project!
We want to start some mindful making, creating
necklaces like the one below. If you have any
fabric scraps you would like to donate, please send
them in!
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POTATO OLYMPICS
There were some VERY eager learners in Grade Two/Three this week as we began our unit of Potato Olympics!
Students are learning about posing questions, recording data using tables and tallies and presenting this data
as a bar graph.
Students weighed their potatoes, measured the height and width of them and graphed the whole class potato
results.
Naming and decorating the potatoes was a highlight and the students are looking forward to participating in
‘Potato Olympic Games’ that will require measurement skills and knowledge, next week.
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Wooragee Primary School is on the country of the Dhudhuroa people and we
wish to acknowledge them as the traditional owners of the land. We
recognise their connection to land, water and culture, in addition to their
central place as knowledge holders and teachers in our community. We pay
our respects to their elders past, present and emerging.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Well done Cameron, for showing initiative and helping others in the classroom.
You are becoming a wonderful leader!
Well done Hunter Rose, for working really hard to improve your handwriting. Your
writing looks beautiful!
Well done Darcy, for showing resilience during the Big Write. You kept writing
and writing and completed a phenomenal story!
Judah- For showing support and kindness towards his peers in learning new
skills
Ollie- For showing support and kindness towards his peers in learning new
skills
Arlo- For helping to complete jobs within our schoolyard
Judah- For being a leader by encouraging and supporting younger members of
the school to participate in playtime
Rourke- For being a leader by encouraging and supporting younger members
of the school to participate in playtime
Rourke helped Angel during Art when the teacher asked him to help.
Cooper was supporting a friend who was finding down ball hard.
Arden- For helping a friend master a new skill with kindness, strategy and
support
Henry- For helping a friend master a new skill with kindness, strategy and
support
Ollie. K- For being a leader in supporting younger members of the school
Rourke- For being a leader in supporting younger members of the school
Anouk- For being brave, participating to progress and learning to ride her bike!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
October
13th Cassie
28th Eddie

November
8th Aliyah
27th Freya

Hudson

13th Winnie

22nd Cooper

18th Poppy
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30th Ollie.K

WOORAGEE PRIMARY SCHOOL
CURRICULUM REPORT
SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING
25.10.2021
SCHOOL REVIEW
On Monday 11th and Tuesday 12th October, we had the first two days of our school review. In the weeks and months
leading up to this point, we collated the required documentation and it was a really good opportunity for us to
reflect as teachers on the work that we plan for and implement on a yearly, termly, and weekly basis. The way we
plan and document our curriculum has developed significantly since the last School Strategic Plan (SSP) was
developed in mid-2017 and it was wonderful to see this progress. In our teacher interviews, we were able to make
comment on our teacher practice and how it has developed, our assessment schedule and how we utilise the data
to inform teaching and learning, and excitingly, had the opportunity to say all the things we love about being a
teacher at Wooragee PS. We are looking forward to the final day of our review on Tuesday 26th October, where we
discuss out 2021-2025 SSP and our next Annual Implementation Plan.
INTEGRATED LEARNING
We wanted to share with you how we integrate our unit of study across different areas of the curriculum. As you
will have seen in our term overview, this term we are looking at History, specifically, Australian and local history.
We are examining personal and social history, focusing on change and continuity, and exploring major events in
Australia’s timeline, from an Indigenous, European settler, and modern perspective. We will have the opportunity
to examine some primary sources and are planning an excursion (fingers crossed restrictions allow this to go
ahead!) to Beechworth. Throughout this subject (taught weekly, on Tuesday afternoon), we will also be teaching
and learning the Intercultural Capability, where students describe and explore intercultural encounters and
investigate similarities and differences. Jess is in the process of organising videos to be exchanged between the
Prep/One class and her friend’s class in the remote Indigenous community of Papunya in the Northern Territory,
so that children from both schools will have the opportunity to see and hear from their peers in a very different
part of Australia.
Outside of Tuesday afternoons, we implement historical underpinnings in Writing, where we have been reading
non-fiction narratives that tell a story (for example, Emmeline Pankhurst by Lisbeth Kaiser, Evonne Goolagong by
Isabel Sanchez Vegara, The Little Refugee by Ahn Doh). In Reading this coming week, we are going to be reading
You, Me, and Murrawee by Kerri Hashmi and will watch an episode or two of Little J and Big Cuz. These beautiful
texts will be utilised to embed understanding of similarities and differences across culture and time, synthesising
new information with prior knowledge. Furthermore, Grace is working in Gardening to discover the traditional uses
for our newly planted Bush Tucker Garden.
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
We have recently completed the workshop component of our Literacy Data and Assessment Practice course with
Bastow, and have an assessment and reflection to complete in the coming weeks in order to be signed off.
Excitingly, Grace completed the first subject of her Masters last week too – ‘Supporting Children with Challenging
Behaviours.’

Respectfully submitted,
Alicia Odewahn, Grace Panjari, Jessica Marshall
Curriculum Sub-Committee
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